Photographs by Wieslaw Zaremba: Warmia 2

Wieslaw Zaremba's new photography exhibition can be visited in FASS Art Gallery. "Warmia" is a region of many churches from medieval and baroque eras in Poland, Teutonic Castles can also be seen all around the place that was born. The finissage is on January 30, 2015 at 2 p.m.

Graduate Early Applications for 2015-2016

Economics, History and Turkish Studies programs are accepting early applications for 2015-2016 academic year Fall semester.
Application deadline is January 30, 2015.

ANONIM: 2015's First Exhibition at Kasa Gallery

Sabanci University, Kasa Gallery is hosting "ANONIM" exhibition. As an alternative and independent art gallery, Kasa, designs this project with anonymous artists. "ANONIM" exhibition can be visited at Kasa Gallery between January 14- March 8, 2015.

Dicle Kogacioglu Article Award 2014 Ceremony

Sabanci University's Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and Gender and Women's Studies Forum realized the fifth graduate student and award ceremony in memory of Dicle Kogacioglu. The first prize was awarded to Pinar Karababa Kayaligil for her article entitled "'Odalari Acmak: Kadi'nin Kendi Mekanini Olusturmasi".

ISType Mono Seminars 3

ISType announces its third Mono talk series by Mary Ann Bolger and Clare Bell from Dublin Institute of Technology, Dublin Ireland. The talk investigates the Irish language which is a fundamental term in the discourse of Irish national identity, yet its visual manifestation is often over looked. Through the course of the evening, Clare and Mary Ann will explore how the visual representation of one language can be 'translated' into another. ISType was held on December 19, Friday 19:00 at SALT Galata.

News / Events

- Hakki Yazici's project granted by TUBITAK
- Mor Guvencin was in Adana Karatas Prison
- Lanfranco Aceti's publication in LEA
- FASS Faculty Members and Alumni in Contemporary Istanbul
- Murat Gemen's "Mutamorphosis" in FotoIstanbul
- Trans X Istanbul Academic Premiere was held on December 10, 2015
- New exhibition at FASS Art Gallery: By the Way: Unnoticed and Untold

A New course from FASS:

- LAW 312 Comparative Constitutional Law

Student/Alumni News

- VACD MA student Nesilhan Koyuncu's graduation exhibition "HANEDEN"
- VACD students win the Best Animated Comedy Award
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